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Airline hub management:
Five game-changers for enabling seamless 
connecting journeys and agile turnover operations



While a seamless journey is a basic traveler 

expectation, delivering on that expectation 

efficiently is an everyday challenge in 

airline operations. In today’s world, where 

disgruntled social media posts circulate 

faster than NOTAMs and operational 

deviations occur daily, the stakes have never 

been higher. 

In the same way that technology enables 

travelers to instantly post about their likes 

and dislikes, real-time communication 

and visibility across airlines, airports, and 

ground handlers are the cornerstone to 

efficient and cost-effective operations. 

Of course, travelers also expect proactive 

communications and solutions should a 

disruption affect their plans.

Curating traveler experiences is more 

challenging than ever before, which is why 

collaboration across the value chain is so 

important to delivering on the airline brand 

promise. Once flight and crew plans have 

been optimized, the day of operations is 

when the rubber hits the runway towards 

achieving operational objectives. 

Ensuring aircraft turnaround events are 

effectively managed at the airport is critical 

to on-time performance and securing 

passenger and crew connectivity. 

Hub management – in the thick of the action

Hub Control Centers (HCC) are the 

local center point between an airline’s 

Operations Control Center (OCC) 

and the multiple stakeholders at the 

airport. Ensuring that the right tools and 

processes are in place to enable seamless 

communication between all parties is 

the pivot between successful operations 

management and a customer’s thumbs 

down.
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All the above are just some of the concepts airline operations professionals and hub 

managers live and breathe daily, with set KPIs assigned to each. Many variables play into 

managing airline, crew, and hub operations successfully. 

But during the operational window, ensuring that flights, crews, and passengers make it to 

their destination on time and that all airport and crew processes are executed efficiently 

becomes the prime focus. And this is where seamless communication between OCCs and 

HCCs becomes vital, especially during a disruption.

Within this context, dynamic situational awareness is the game-changer in detecting 

possible operational risks and managing them proactively to minimize their impact. 

Adopting a management by exception approach allows staff to focus their attention where 

it really matters to avoid or quickly resolve potential disruptions while automating other 

flight activities operating under normal conditions.

A common platform that seamlessly shares information across all stakeholders is vital to 

ensuring that all the pieces come together in a coordinated and structured way. From gate 

assignments to luggage movements, catering to aircraft cleaning, and crew assignment 

to passenger re-accommodation, everything must be orchestrated efficiently for quick 

turnarounds and passenger flows.

Airline hub management challenges
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With the advent of HCCs, airlines gained 

the ability to delegate, empower, and 

localize mission-critical activities closest 

to the source while retaining centralized 

functions in the OCCs. Collaboration is 

key to managing the granular activities 

to secure smooth passenger experiences 

and operational performance. But 

splitting activities between OCCs and 

HCCs also opens new dynamics.

Clear roles, responsibilities, and processes 

with assigned accountability need to 

be defined to ensure the coordinated 

management of activities. And while the 

dynamics of the relationship changes 

depending on whether operations are 

running normally or if a disruption arises, 

real-time visibility across operational 

metrics is the key to collaborative 

decision-making.  

If information is power, then real-time 

situational awareness across stakeholders 

is the game-changer. The more airlines, 

airports, and ground handlers can use 

data intelligently, the smoother the 

running of day of departure operations. 

And the easier it is to share that 

information among core stakeholders, the 

more proactive they can be in addressing 

any issues before they become costly, 

drawn-out problems. 

Effective hub management in a challenging 
environment

Early detection allows staff to manage 

the risks to connecting flights and even 

re-accommodate passengers before 

they land. In the worst cases, book 

them into a hotel should the disruption 

extend beyond the operational 

window. A common platform between 

stakeholders that acts as a single source 

of truth is the essence of collaborative 

decision-making, ensuring that 

everyone is working off the latest and 

most accurate operational data.  
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While different airlines will have different 

organizational models for managing flight and 

crew-related operations, those with established 

HCCs benefit from localized delegation. 

OCCs typically look after the bulk of centralized 

flight and crew planning, tracking, and 

optimization activities during the operational 

window, including disruption management. The 

overall objective is to achieve network stability. 

HCCs, on the other hand, focus on executing 

efficient ground operations to fulfill on-time 

performance objectives and provide a seamless 

experience for passengers. To that end, HCC 

activities primarily center on managing multiple 

internal and external stakeholders along two axes:

• Gate assignment and management

• Crew assignment

• Baggage loading and unloading

• Catering

• Fueling

• Cleaning

• Passenger throughflows 

• Redirecting passengers to connecting flight 

gates and terminals

• Redirecting baggage to connecting aircrafts

• Ramp activities

• Delivery of special assistance needs

Turnaround events: Connectivity:

Collaborative decision-making, customer-centricity, 
and the division of HCC vs OCC activities
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However, it’s when a disruption strikes 

that established processes and 

protocols really come to shine in the 

OCC and HCC collaboration and beyond. 

While automation can help accelerate 

recovery from predefined scenarios, 

technology must also be flexible enough 

to address unique variables. Through 

proactive warning signals, the team 

can adopt a management by exception 

approach to collaborative decision-

making, ensuring optimized outcomes 

through focused resource utilization. 

Intelligent tools that consider customer 

value and the costs associated with 

different recovery responses help strike 

the sweet spot between the customer 

experience, and efficiency and cost-

management across the stakeholder 

value chain. 

Finally, HCCs also serve as a critical 

feedback loop to the rest of the 

organization to ensure that flight 

schedules, aircraft assignments, 

turnaround times, and connectivity 

planning are aligned to the realities on 

the ground. 
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On-time performance and running efficient operations depend on all stakeholders 
knowing what to do, when, where, and how. Full integration and alignment between airline 
OCC and HCC teams are critical for operations and hub management, but so is partner 
integration. Flexible technology that onboards airport and ground operations partners 
integrates them deeper into the value chain boosting operational agility, turnaround 
efficiency, and disruption recovery. 

Automation is a value enabler that allows experienced professionals to shift their 
attention to where it matters most. Intelligent and configurable dashboards with intuitive 
user displays spare operations controllers from having to scroll through pages and pages 
of dynamic and static data. Instead, proactive notifications warn of operational deviations 
allowing resources to be rechanneled and focused for quick recovery. 

It’s one thing to identify a problem. It’s a different challenge to find a solution to the 
problem. And this is where smart systems that incorporate scenario-based planning and 
optimizers give hub and operations controllers and passenger managers the upper hand. 
Proactive, cost-aware, and compliant recommendations help controllers accelerate 
resolution by selecting the best solution that minimizes operational and connectivity risks 
and ensure network stability.

With so much happening at the airport, ensuring on-the-ground staff can quickly get to 
where they need to be, and perform their tasks easily and seamlessly, is critical. Whether 
resolving an issue at the aircraft haul or processing passenger onboarding at a new gate, 
intuitive mobile applications allow staff to accelerate efficient airport operations and update 
the rest of the value chain on activities and statuses through real-time connectivity.

A single source of truth is critical for all stakeholders to effectively and proactively act on 
shared and accurate data. A common platform with real-time information updates gives 
stakeholders visibility across all operational aspects to execute predefined processes 
and responsibilities, saving the organization inefficient communications and approvals 
exchanges.

Collaborative decision-making

Management by exception

Proactive recommendations

Mobility

Dynamic situational awareness
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Running efficient airline operations and 

safeguarding the passenger experience is 

complex. With so many variables at play, 

it´s no surprise that disruptions threaten 

operational performance on a daily basis.

Collaboration across the value chain is 

critical to ensuring on-time performance, 

efficient turnaround activities, flight 

connections, and fast recovery. OCCs, 

HCCs, airport staff, and ground handlers 

need to be able to share accurate 

information and have defined protocols 

in place for effective collaborative 

decision-making. 

Real-time information sharing across 

stakeholders is the pivot between 

proactive and reactive end-to-end 

operations management. But with so 

much data being generated across 

dependent activities, automated critical 

data extraction, intuitive user displays, 

and proactive solutions proposals simplify 

operations and hub management. 

Enabling agile hub management

Of course, different teams prioritize 

different data sets, and different 

scenarios require different responses. 

And this is where highly configurable 

user interfaces and scenario-specific 

business rules allow users to quickly 

access the relevant data they need to 

do their jobs, ensure compliance, and 

effectively collaborate across the value 

chain.  

Whether for airlines operating a hub 

and spoke model or those more focused 

on a codeshare or interlining strategy, 

hub operations and information 

sharing across partners are critical for 

aircraft turnaround efficiency and the 

passenger experience. Hub technology 

that seamlessly integrates with 

operational stakeholders allows airlines 

to localize on-the-ground activities 

to those in the best place to make 

decisions and distribute responsibilities 

across the value chain.
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iFlight Hub drives aircraft turnaround processes and passenger 

connection efficiencies by enabling real-time diagnostics and 

collaborative decision-making across operational stakeholders 

through a single source of truth. Highly configurable and mobile, iFlight Hub helps airlines adapt 

to dynamic operating environments by proactively recommending solutions for operational 

deviations through user-friendly displays. 

• Situational awareness dashboard
• FIDS display capability
• Monitor I/B & O/B traffic
• Monitor connections
• Ability to monitor baggage flow 
• Complete access to flight information
• Passenger connection recovery 

workflow

• Stand watch
• Gate assignment solvers
• Connection solvers
• Smart tools
• Analytical tools & reports to 

understand operations

• Manage precision turn schedule
• Alerts to warn impact of turn delays
• Interface to capture information from external system
• Graphical display of turnaround
• Ability to manage aircraft towing
• Gate view and management
• Terminal view

• Ability to capture turn event details
• Ability to support GSAs
• Complete access of hub tool via mobile
• Support for tough pads

Turn 
control

Connection 
monitor

Hub mobileSmart hub

iFlight Hub is part of IBS Software’s iFlight offering, a comprehensive platform for end-to-end 

airline operations, flight, and crew planning, management, tracking, and optimization. Seamlessly 

integrated across flight, crew, hub, airport, ATC, and maintenance operations, iFlight drives on-time 

performance, efficiency, productivity, cost savings, and compliance for the industry´s most 

admired airlines. 

iFlight’s modular yet tightly integrated ecosystem enables agile, data-driven, and cost-aware 

operations management and fast disruption recovery to deliver the highest service levels required 

to safeguard the passenger experience.
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Empowering airlines for a new world

Have you ever had to scrap a promising idea because your technology simply 

couldn’t support it or would be too expensive and time-consuming to adapt? 

Are you incurring hefty costs being handcuffed to rigid solutions and patchwork 

integrations that cause more headwinds than tailwinds?

If so, you’re not alone. And most likely restrained by the legacy systems that are so 

ubiquitous across the travel industry. At IBS Software, we believe technology should 

drive your business forward by unleashing its full potential. Not hold it back. And 

that’s why leading airlines worldwide partner with us, from passenger services and 

loyalty management to flight and crew operations and air cargo. Why throttle back 

when your airline should be accelerating forward?

Find out how our SaaS portfolio breaks down industry silos and drives profitable 

growth for airlines through increased agility, innovation, and collaboration.

Conditions change quickly – can you?

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ibssoftware/
https://www.facebook.com/ibssoftware
https://twitter.com/ibscorporate?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/ibsplccorporate
https://www.ibsplc.com/product/airline-operations-solutions

